
INDUSTRIAL WASHING
AND DISINFECTION SYSTEMS

CABINS BF SERIES



CABINS BF SERIES
THE MOST VERSATILE AND PERFORMING
ROTATING CABIN WASHING MACHINE.



BF SERIESCABINS

WHY
CHOOSE
OUR
BF SERIES?

360° rotating washing system with programmable speeds

Reduction of electricity and water consumption, Velox Green technology 

High productivity in small spaces

Versality, possibility to wash any type of material on special trolleys

Independent rinsing tank to guarantee constant pressure and temperature at 86°C

Drying systems up to 100%

Pickling System:  automatic pre-treatment for more stubborn dirt 

Logic of operation with PLC Internet connected for remote control

Cycle certifications compliant with HACCP norms



BF SERIES
BF 1500  |  BF 1800  |  BF 2000  |  BF 2200

The first washing system that, with a single machine, solves all 
hygiene problems: from the laboratory to the large industry.
Designed for washing trolleys, crates, trays, pallets, molds
And any other production equipment.

This cabin was created to deal with those washing problems that until now could
not be solved with the normal equipment currently available on the market.

The real innovation consists in the possibility of washing trolleys which, due to 
their sizes, have always been a problem. These are positioned on a rotating base 
that permits to get a reduced number of washing nozzles, so that with low energy 
and water consumptions, it is possible to wash with pressures up to 6 bar, thus 
removing even the harder dirt.

The rotation mechanism is equipped with a self-braking motor system able to stop
the trolley in the same position in which it has been inserted.

An adjustable clutch prevents possible damage in case of jamming of the washed 
material.

The rotation is controlled by an inverter that reduces stress on the components
even in the presence of very heavy items.

The whole structure of the machine is in stainless steel AISI 304 with double 
insulated wall and door  which is equipped with an electromagnetic key-operated 
safety micro to avoid accidental opening.

The cabin must be installed into a pit in order to have access for loading and 
unloading trolleys at floor level.

WASHING PUMP INSTALLED
IN VERTICAL POSITION

THE TROLLEYS ARE POSITIONED
ON A 360° ROTATING BASE
FOR A PERFECT WASH WHICH
GUARANTEES SHORT CYCLES
EVEN ON HARD DIRT

PLC PROGRAMMABLE
LOGIC CONTROLLER WITH
MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT
PROGRAM

WASHING CYCLES CAN BE SET
ACCORDING TO THE MATERIAL
TO BE WASHED

COMPACT STRUCTURE WITH
DOUBLE ISOLATED WALL AND
CLOSED SERVICE COMPARTMENT
FOR HOUSING UTILITIES AND
DETERGENT TANKS

LOW OPERATING COSTS

BF SERIESCABINS



BF SERIES
BF 1500  |  BF 1800  |  BF 2000  |  BF 2200 STRUCTURE

Double insulated door for energy saving.

Vertical washing pump that allows a complete emptying of the washing system, eliminating any 
stagnation of dirty water, thus reducing the risk of contamination.

Rotating base protected by a safety clutch to avoid damage due to possible jamming of the washed 
material.

The rinse is equipped with a 100 l tank which, through a dedicated pressure increase pump, allows 
to maintain a pressure of 3 bar during the whole rinse cycle. This tank permits to maintain a water 
temperature of 86°C for all the rinse cycle in order to guarantee a perfect hygiene. In absence of water 
the machine does not carry out the rinse cycle and sends an alarm by e-mail for repeating the cycle. 
The machine can be heated by means of electric resistances (“E” version) or by indirect steam at a 
pressure of 2 bar (“V” version). The indirect steam heating system with condensate recovery allows 
steam to be regenerated from hot water at 95°C with a considerable saving of energy, water and 
water treatment costs. Furthermore, using steam through stainless steel heat exchangers, there will 
be no contact between steam and water in the cycle, greatly reducing detergent consumption and the 
possibility of polluting process water.

All utilities of the machine and detergent tanks are closed in cabinets equipped with key and safety 
micro. By opening the doors of service compartments the machine goes into alarm, requests a start-up 
procedure to restart according to the safety regulations.

A fumes extraction system integrated in the machine controlled by an inverter with various speeds, 
blocks the escape of vapors during washing and rinsing cycles. The extractor sucks air by means of one 
or two valves placed on the side of the machine which through special ducts push the air downwards 
and then suck it upwards so that it passes on the washed material, allowing a passive dry of the items 
and preventing steam from escaping into the environment when the doors are opened.

The machine can have one or two passing- through doors to keep separate dirt from the clean.
The doors can be hinged or sliding.

Installation must take place into a pit to permit a suitable loading and unloading of the material  to be 
washed.

The possibility of being able to tailor-make any type of trolley in order to wash the most different materials, 
makes it a truly versatile machine that can, by itself, meet all washing needs, from medium laboratory 
up to large industry.

TECHNICAL ROOM
Technical compartments closed
with a key for greater security.

DIFFERENT
CONFIGURATIONS
OF THE DOORS
   HINGED DOOR
   SLIDING DOOR
   PASSING THROUGH
   DOORS

DIFFERENT
TYPES
OF TROLLEYS
   ALSO TAILORED
   FOR EVERY KIND
   OF MATERIAL

PIT INSTALLATION
   -520 cm

SUCTION SYSTEM

An air flow is generated which allows 
passive drying of the washed material.

   STEAM EXTRACTOR + VALVES

BF SERIESCABINS

Trays Bowls BinsCrates Pallets



BF SERIES
BF 1500  |  BF 1800  |  BF 2000  |  BF 2200 CYCLES

WASHING
AND DRIPPING RINSE

STEAM EXTRACTION (PASSIVE DRYING) SPIN DRY + EXHAUSTER
+ HOT AIR DRYING
   DRYING MODULE

After the wash cycle, to be chosen from those pre-set in the
saved programs, a pre-set pause time is activated to allow
dripping of the washing pipes in order to eliminate the residual water 
with detergent that could contaminate washed material.

The rinse cycle is carried out by means of a pressure boosting
pump that sucks from a storage tank, separated from the 
external network, and guarantees a rinsing cycle at 3 bar with 
a constant temperature of 86°C, for the purpose of certifying 
each wash cycle. Water consumption in this cycle varies from 
10 to 40 liters.

During and after rinsing, through a system of valves and ducts,
the smoke extractor sucks in fresh air from  outside, extracting
from the inside of the machine the vapors produced by rinsing
at 86°C. Once the vapors have been eliminated, the fresh flow
of air coming from outside and conveyed downwards by
the special ducts, passively dry the washed material, reducing
the quantity of water on it.

Where a perfect drying of the material is requested, the combination
of centrifuge with  88°C hot air drying module allows 100% drying
to be achieved on any type of material. The centrifuge eliminates
residual water on  washed material and the 2800 mc/h jet
at 150 mbar at 88°C dries it completely.

   STEAM EXTRACTOR + AIR FLOW VALVES

BF SERIESCABINS

Wash
Dripping
Rinse
Fume extraction (passive drying)

BASIC CYCLE

Wash
Dripping
Pre - spin dry
Rinse
Spin dry
Fume extraction (passive drying)

INTERMEDIATE CYCLE

   BASIC CYCLE + SPIN DRY

Wash
Dripping
Pre - spin dry
Rinse
Spin dry
Fume extraction (passive drying)
Hot air drying at 86°C

FULL CYCLE

   BASIC CYCLE + SPIN DRY + HOT AIR DRYING

RESIDUAL MOINSTURE

RESIDUAL MOINSTURE

RESIDUAL MOINSTURE

STANDARD MACHINE + SECURITY CAGE FOR SPIN DRY + HOT AIR DRYING MODULE

STANDARD MACHINE + SECURITY CAGE FOR SPIN DRY

STANDARD MACHINE

100 L
86°C



VELOX
SERVICE

QUALITY
CONTROL
SERVICE

CEO

BF SERIES
BF 1500  |  BF 1800  |  BF 2000  |  BF 2200 CONTROLS AND CERTIFICATIONS

PLC CONTROL SYSTEM Through the control software entirely designed by Velox Barchitta
all  functions and controls of the machine are easily managed
by the operator. The cycle programs are completely customizable
and can be saved in recipes and recalled from the panel using 
icons representing the material to be washed. The program has 
four password levels: for identification of shift supervisor, for 
maintenance, for system administrator and for controlling the 
remote service of Velox Barchitta.

   TOUCH SCREEN
   MULTI DEVICES

OPERATOR SCREEN
   4 WASHING   
   PROGRAMS

Easy for immediate use.
The screen shows the preset
programs through customizable
icons and all information
concerning the cycle
of the machine, including
amount of detergent
present in the washing tank.

MONITORING
   FUNCTIONS 
   CHECK

Complete monitoring of
machine functions:
this screen allows you
to check the functionality
of all control sensors
installed on the machine.

ACCESSES
   OPERATOR 
   LOGIN

Access to the machine is only 
possible through password 
of shift supervisor to allow 
identification of each supervisor 
on the different work shifts. 
In the same screen are also 
recorded the reports of all cycles 
carried out by the machine with 
the essential parameters for the 
good result of each cycle.

REPORT AND CERTIFICATIONS
   MAIL TO QUALITY 
   CONTROL SERVICE

At each cycle performed
the program sends by e-mail to
listed addresses a format with
all information on the cycle
that can be used for HCCP
certifications and validations.

The machine is completely controlled by PLC and HMI through our management program which controls
all functions and verifies that all cycles have been carried out in compliance with entered parameters.

At the end of each cycle the machine sends an e-mail to quality control that certifies  the cycle has been 
correctly performed. If this is not the case the machine stops causing an alarm message to appear on 
the HMI indicating the reason why it stopped and in the meantime sends e-mails to all listed addresses 
signalizing the problem.

Checked parameters are: times, pressures and temperatures.
The machine also controls the amount of detergent. In case detergent is missing, the machine would not 
allow further washing cycles to be carried out until it is again detected. As an option the same system 
can also be used for the disinfectant product added to rinse water.
In case it is necessary for some certifications requesting a more thorough disinfection of washed 
material, the machine can be equipped with an AUTOMATIC DISINFECTION KIT which, after washing, 
sprays the disinfectant product onto washed material, waits it to act and then rinses it at 86°C, thus 
obtaining a chemical and thermal disinfection.

In case of problems during the cycle the machine indicates the cause and suggests a solution to solve them.

A series of scheduled maintenance operations are stored in the program and are offered to service department 
at fixed intervals. The notices can be canceled only by password from operator, this entry is valid as  “executed” 
and is registered in the program.

The machine can be connected to our remote assistance service, free the first year and on subscription for 
the following years.

Through internet the machine can be controlled and put into operation by means of different devices, such as 
computers, tablets and smartphones.

BF SERIESCABINS

MAINTENANCE 
SERVICE



BF SERIES
BF 1500  |  BF 1800  |  BF 2000  |  BF 2200

 SERIES BF MODEL BF 1500 BF 1800 BF 2000 BF 2200

A - WIDTH - (mm) 2100 2350 2550 2750

A - WIDTH WITH DRY MODULE - (mm) 2900 3150 3350 3550

B - MAX DEPTH PASSING TROUGH SLIDING DOORS - (mm) 1740 2020 2240 2440

D1 - WIDTH WITH OPEN SERVICE DOOR - (mm) 2914 3200 3580 3870

D2 - DEPTH WITH OPEN DOOR - (mm) 2840 3360 3580 4000

C - HEIGHT - (mm) 3309 3309 3309 3309

E - PIT DEPTH - (mm) 520 520 520 520

D - USABLE INSIDE HEIGHT - (mm) 2120 2120 2120 2120

DOOR USABLE INSIDE WIDTH SLIDING - (mm) 900 1150 1200 1400

DOOR USABLE INSIDE WIDTH STANDARD - (mm) 1100 1300 1400 1600

MAX FLOOR DIAMETER - (mm) 1340 1640 1840 2040

SECURITY CAGE MEASURES - ( mm ) 870x1000 870x1400 870x1600 870x1700

TANK CAPACITY - (l) 500 700 1000 1100

RINSE TANK CAPACITY - (l) 100 100 100 100

WASHING PUMP - (kW) 7,5 11 11 11

RINSING PUMP - (kW) 1,5 1,5 1,5 1,5

ROTATING TABLE MOTOR-GEAR SPIN DRY SYSTEM - (kW) 0,75 0,75 0,75 0,75

ROTATING TABLE MOTOR-GEAR - (kW) 0,55 0,55 0,55 0,55

DRY MODULE PUMPS - ( kW) 22 22 22 22

WATER SUPPLY TEMPERATURE - (°C) 50÷60 50÷60 50÷60 50÷60

WATER INLET - (inch) 1,1/2 1,1/2 1,1/2 1,1/2

WATER DRAIN - (inch) 2 2 2 2

STEAM EXHAUSTER - (kW) 0,75 0,75 0,75 0,75

EXHAUSTER CHIMNEY - (ø mm) 370 370 370 370

WATER CONSUMPTION - (l/cycle - Min/Max) 10/30 12/40 12/40 15/40

POWER SUPPLY (R+S+T+N+T) 400V/50Hz 400V/50Hz 400V/50Hz 400V/50Hz

AUXILIARY TENSION - (V) 24 24 24 24

NOISE LEVEL - (dB) 70 72 72 72

NOISE LEVEL WITH DRY MODULE - (dB) 75 75 75 75

WEIGHT - (kg) 1000 1400 1800 2200

WEIGHT WIT DRY MODULE - (kg) 1500 2000 2500 3000

INSULATED DOUBLE WALLED ✔︎ ✔︎ ✔︎ ✔︎
LATERAL SERVICE COMPARTMENT ✔︎ ✔︎ ✔︎ ✔︎
TABLE ROTATION INVERTER ✔︎ ✔︎ ✔︎ ✔︎
PICKLING CYCLE optional optional optional optional

DISINFECTION KIT optional optional optional optional

DETERGENT DISPENSER optional optional optional optional

AUTOMATIC FILTER optional optional optional optional

PASS THROUGH DOORS - 2P optional optional optional optional

SLIDING DOORS - SD optional optional optional optional

BLOWING MODULE - SOF P optional optional optional optional

DRY MODULE - SOFR P optional optional optional optional

TECHNICAL  SHEET

ELECTRIC HEATER VERSION “E”

TANK RESISTANCE - (kW) 24 24 24 36

RINSE TANK RESISTANCE - (kW) 24 24 24 36

TOTAL ABSORPTION - (KW) 32 36 36 48

DRY MODULE - (kW) 58 58 58 58

TOTAL ABSORPTION WITH DRY MODULE - (kW) 84 84 84 96

STEAM HEATER VERSION 2 BAR “V”

STAINLESS STEEL WASH TANK EXCHANGER ✔︎ ✔︎ ✔︎ ✔︎

STAINLESS STEEL RINSE TANK EXCHANGER ✔︎ ✔︎ ✔︎ ✔︎

TOTAL STEAM CONSUMPTION - (kg/h) 40 55 60 65

DRY MODULE - (kW) 22 22 22 22

TOTAL ABSOORPTION WITH DRY MODULE - (kW) 24 24 24 24

TOTAL STEAM CONSUMPTION WITH DRY MODULE - (kg/h) 80 95 100 110

BF 1500 BF 1800 BF 2000 BF 2200

BF SERIESCABINS



BF SERIES
INSTALLATIONS AND DEMONSTRATIONS

   BF 1500    BF 1800

WHO HAS ALREADY TRUSTED US
BY MULTINATIONALS
TO SMALL COMPANIES
A SOLUTION FOR EVERYONE

AND
MUCH
MORE!

   BF 2000    BF 2200

BF SERIESCABINS



COMPANY
INDUSTRIAL 
WASHING AND 
DISINFECTION 
SYSTEMS 

We have been making the history of washing since
1929. The first Italian dishwasher is from VELOX
BARCHITTA.

A family business since its beginning, Velox was 
the first Company to introduce industrial washing 
in Italy. Its founder Dr. Antonino Barchitta saw in 
the innovation of washing machines a market of 
great development and success. Thus began a 
collaboration with Bertolini Company in Paris with 
which he began to develop automatic washing 
systems.

The rack basket model of 1929, the first result of 
the Velox research, was presented to the Holy See 
in the then S.S. Pius XI. Starting from that machine 
VELOX has accumulated a know-how that allows 
it to anticipate the new demands of national and 
international market with its products.

First in 1944 Velox created the Microvelox, the first and 
original of all home dishwashers.

Since the 1950s it has been producing a wide range of 
washing machines that will be used from small restaurant 
to large industry, thus acquiring a vast clientele on all most 
important sectors.

Always in search of innovation, in 1972 Velox was the 
first to wash the pots with the granulate, the Carbonet, 
a very efficient system that allows it to present a product 
that completely differs from the range of cookware then 
available. Today’s evolution of this washing system are 
B and BS models which unlike their ancestors use a new 
granular product, Polinet which is both highly technological 
and ecological. With this system Velox Barchitta can today 
solve any problem of hard dirt such as, for example, washing 
of molds for cooked hams.

A NEARLY
CENTENARY STORY
MARKED BY
SIGNIFICANT STEPS
FROM THE POINT OF VIEW
OF INNOVATION.

The company has always studied and created innovative 
solutions thanks also and above all to the possibility of 
designing and manufacturing custom-made machines, 
in response to specific customer requests. Industry 
leader in Europe and all over the world, Velox, with ever 
more advanced technologies, represents a reliable and 
high performance company.



OUR PRODUCTS
A WHOLE RANGE
AT THE SERVICE OF
YOUR WASHING NEEDS

CABINS BF SERIES  |  BFF SERIES  |  BFRB SERIES  |  BFRV SERIES

Glasswashers, dishwashers and multi-function under-counter utensil washers of small dimensions.MINI MINI SERIES

TUNNEL BC SERIES  |  BN SERIES  |  LCT SERIES  |  LCT A SERIES |  BLF SERIES 

STERIL LINE AR SERIES  |  BLC SERIES  |  VSC SERIES  |  CPC SERIES 

HANDLING SYSTEMS
DETERGENT

COMPACT LV SERIES  |  LP SERIES  |  LCF SERIES  |  B SERIES  |  BS SERIES  |  LT SERIES Fixed basket washing systems, multi-function washing machines of various sizes, suitable for all food
and production sectors.

Cabin washing systems for trolleys, trays, crates, pallets, foodstuffs, etc., for big washing volumes.

Tunnel washing systems in standard or full opening versions, from small to large washing capacities,
even with online entry.

Rationalization systems for washing, transport, disinfection and storage of cutlery.

Washing installations with automatic loading and unloading systems, crate management lines, open and close boxes, 
centrifuges, sorting for the selection of the various models, stackers, palletizers and automatic filmmakers that can also 
be made to measure.

Line of detergents designed by a team of chemical experts to maximize the performance of our machines.



  

THINK
GREEN

Experience
at service
of environment.

Velox Barchitta is synonym of research and 
eco-sustainability.

Our mission is to deeply develop innovative 
washing solutions that, in strict compliance 
with environmental protection, can determine 
a significant improvement in the quality of 
work and people’s lives.

All Velox washing systems are designed and 
manufactured to obtain the best result with 
the minimum consumption of water, energy 
and chemical products in the name of an 
eco-compatible production philosophy with 
current market needs.

A HEALTHY 
PHILOSOPHY

CONTACT US

VELOX BARCHITTA SRL
VIA F. PETRARCA 37-43

20030 SENAGO (MI)
PHONE +39 02 366 49500

FAX + 39 02 366 49519
INFO@VELOXBARCHITTA.IT
WWW.VELOXBARCHITTA.IT

SELLER

mailto:info%40veloxbarchitta.it%0D?subject=
www.veloxbarchitta.it
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